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1 - INTRODUCTION

Electricit6 de France is now operating 58 PWR nuclear power plants which produce 75 % of
french electricity. Besides maintaining safety and availability on a routine basis, it is outmost
important to protect the investment. Indeed, such an asset is a tremendous advantage just as
the company is going to face the new european electricity market. That is the reason why EDF
is devoting important effort to implement aging management as an integral part of operation
and maintenance programs. But it must be recognized that NPP lifetime is not threatened only
by component-related problems other less technical issues must be seriously considered like
industrial support, information system, skilled people, public acceptance, etc.

2 - LIFE MANAGEMENT POLICY

In France, there is no limited licensing period for NPPs. The life management policy of
nuclear power plants is based on three principles 

- safe ans cost-effective operation, looking for excellence in daily activities, with an effective
experience feedback organisation taking advantage of the high level of standardization of the
units,

_ every ten years, a new set of safety standards, a complete review of each facility and
an upgrading of its safety level through appropriate modifications while maintaining
unit standardization in all the fleet,

- a Life Management Program, at corporate level, which permanently scrutinizes
operation and maintenance activities to identify decisions which could impair plant
lifetime and which surveys research and development programs related to ageing
phenomenon understanding.

3 - INTEGRATION OF LIFETIME CONCERN IN O&M ACTIVITIES

It is outmost important to take in account lifetime concern in daily operation and maintenance
activities and this must be done as early as possible in plant life. Even though sophisticated
assessments require engineering capacity, many good ideas may arise from plant staff. For
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that reason, increasing lifetime awareness of plant people is an important feature of EDF
strategy. Because operating experience often brings evidences of
phenomenon which may impact component lifetime, EDF developed a powerful experience
feedback organisation.

Other key points of lifetime management process are described:

-- Long term repair/replacement strategies

Because of the high level of standardization of the EDF fleet, it is absolutely necessary to
eliminate the risk of a generic problem which would affect all units at once. For that, EDF
must have a very prospective view of all major degradations which could impair component
reliability or integrity with appropriate repair/replacement strategies.

-- Collecting relevant data

When assessing plant lifetime expectancy, past data about operation and maintenance are
needed. Typical examples are the bookkeeping of operating transients which may affect
fatigue life of primary system components or the recording of component reliability data.

n Surveying industrial capacities

In the next years, there is a risk for some nuclear" companies to go out of business so that
EDF could have difficulties in finding appropriate support. To cope with this issue, EDF set
up a "world industrial capacity observatory" which permanently surveys international
situation and try to identify product / company" pairs which are "critical" and "sensitive"

4 - THIE TEN YEAR REVIEW PROCESS

Before the first ten-year outage of a series, a new set of safety references is defined with
Safety Authorities. All component/system/structure situations and operating conditions are
reviewed, taking in account experience feedback. The results of these reviews are compared
with references and a modification and upgrading program is defined.

During ten-year outages, modifications are implemented. Extensive inspections and
maintenance works are performed, including a set of anticipatory measures. A specific
investigation program is also implemented to look for unexpected ageing phenomenon.

5 - THE PLANT LI1FE MANAGEMIENT PROGRAM

At corporate level, a particular organisation continuously reviews all activities so as to make
sure that ageing concern is correctly taken in account, that everything is done to reach
expected lifetime goals and that nothing is done which could impair plant lifetime.

The Plant Life Management Program also supports research and development works related
to plant life and ageing concern. It has close relationships with other companies and
international organisations sharing the same concern.
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6 - CONCLUSION

With respect to component ageing prospective, EDF has a rather satisfactory situation, partly
due to an early awareness. Core vessel, primary system components, containment building,
cables, I&C, should not be a threat if properly operated and maintained. Other non-technical
issues are seriously considered. So that, if safe and cost-effective operation is insured, then
public acceptance should be preserved and EDF nuclear power plants should easily last more
than forty years.
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